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1The SBS models NR-B55VE1, NR-B53V2, NR-B53VW2 operate at 38 dB.

Panasonic Inverter technology uses a system of sensors and microprocessors to 
automatically select multiple power levels, allowing the product to run on less power 
overnight and at times of low usage while minimising unnecessary energy consumption.

Panasonic Twin-Eco Cooling has an EcoValve to close off the cooling circuit for the 
refrigerator and concentrate on the cooling needs for the freezer – providing eco-
friendly cooling only where it is needed. This saves energy compared to traditional 
twin cooling systems, which always cool both the fridge and freezer, even when it’s 
not needed in the refrigerator.

Refrigerator

Freezer

The Quietest in Their Class
Panasonic side-by-side refrigerators stand out from the crowd. 
Especially thanks to their extremely quiet noise level. Thanks 
to their Inverter technology, Panasonic side-by-side refrigera-
tors operate at only 38 dB1 – they are as whisper quiet as a 
muted library, so you will not even notice that they are there.

PANASONIC INVERTER SOUND LEVELCONVENTIONAL SOUND LEVEL

ON ON ON

OFF OFF

ON ON

NoFrost technology not only prevents the icing of the cooling fins inside the freezer, 
it also reduces the humidity in the entire refrigerator, resulting in almost no ice coat-
ing. NoFrost prevents your food from frosting and leaves you free from the bother-
some need to defrost your refrigerator. 

A+++ SAVES UP TO 60% MORE ENERGY

Energy savings compared to an 
A-class appliance.

Energy consumption of the appliance.

25% 44% 60%

U-Vacua Insulation
Unique Panasonic U-Vacua insulation uses an ultra-thin sheet of glass fibres that 
provides 20 times more insulation than traditional materials. This results in higher energy 
efficiency, fewer resources required and more interior space for your favourite food.

The New Style of Freshness
Panasonic refrigerators not only stylishly blend in with your lifestyle and kitchen décor, they also integrate 
a host of technologies which preserve the freshness of food for longer and ensure eco-friendly operation.  
More details at: www.panasonic.com

FITTING EVERYTHING IN
IS CHILD’S PLAY.
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Conventional refrigerators are normally too dry to store fruit and vegetables 
in an ideal environment, as they rely on the air inside the entire appliance.  
With the unique Panasonic VitaminSafe compartment, your fruit and vege- 
tables are stored under ideal conditions and stay fresh for longer and 
longer. The VitaminSafe compartment is optimised to a high humidity level 
and provides adjustable temperatures from 0° to 5°C, thanks to being a 
separately sealed compartment. What is more, two flashing LED lights 
simulate the natural green and blue hues of sunlight, activating your fruit 
and vegetables’ natural defences and stopping them from loosing vitamins.

At a chilling temperature of 0°C and a low humidity, the ChillerCase is 
the ideal place to slowly defrost frozen food or store fresh fish and meat.

  1Available in the following SBS models: NR-B55VE1, NR-B53V2, NR-B53VW2 and bottom freezer models: NR-B32FE2.

Beyond Reference

 Energy class: A+++, No Frost

  Ultra-thin U-Vacua insulation:  
more storage space and top-level energy class

 Twin-Eco Cooling system: energy-saving  
  separate cooling of fridge and freezer 

Food Spa

 Energy class: A++, No Frost

  Whisper quiet: at only 38 dB thanks to  
Inverter-controlled compressor

 Twin-Eco Cooling system: energy-saving  
  separate cooling of fridge and freezer 

  1NR-B53VW2: Also available with a white finish   
  and the same features except for Anti-Fingerprint

Side-by-Side Cooling Perfection
High efficiency, intelligent cooling features and lots of extra space: Panasonic side-by-side refrigerators 
are perfect for large families. More details at: www.panasonic.com

NR-B53V2

COLOURS

1

NR-B55VE1

COLOUR

The Panasonic Hygiene Active system is a set of technologies that pro- 
tects your food from coming into contact with harmful bacteria. Used 
in various products, silver is traditionally   known for its antibacterial 
properties. The combination of a silver filter, which produces silver 
ions, with water mist and blue LED light forms an antibacterial cleanser 
called “Hydroxy Radical”, which naturally occurs in the troposphere. 
This natural effect is produced inside a Panasonic refrigerator, elimi-
nating 99.9999%1 of harmful bacteria. The Hygiene Active system is 
situated at the back of the refrigerator in the centre of the cooling 
airflow. At three different points, the cold and clean air is blown into 
the refrigerator to create a constant airflow and maximum hygiene.

Hygiene Active system 
comprised of a silver 
filter and blue LED

Clean air

Clean air

Clean air

With high humidity and a fixed temperature at 5°C, the FreshZone provides 
ideal conditions to store root vegetables and other produce sensitive to low 
temperatures. Also available within the 5°C FreshZone compartment are 
two flashing LED lights that simulate the green and blue hues of natural 
sunlight and activate the natural defences of your fruit and vegetables, 
preventing them from loosing vitamins.

FEATURES

FEATURES
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2-DOOR TECHNOLOGY

The Centre of Family Life
What is more important for a comfortable home than a good fridge-freezer? It has to be efficient, reliable,  
easy to use and, last but not least, beautiful to look at. More details at: www.panasonic.com

Top Level Energy Savings
Thanks to the smart combination of Inverter compressor and unique insulation technologies, Panasonic  
refrigerators achieve the excellent energy label rating of A+++. No Frost refrigerators prevent your food  
from frosting and leaves you free from the bothersome need to defrost your refrigerator. Less Frost reduces  
the build-up of frost, so you do not need to defrost the freezer as often.

2-DOOR TECHNOLOGY

1Tested by Japan Food Research Laboratories according to the testing method: ISO 22196.

Panasonic Inverter technology uses a system of sensors and microprocessors to 
automatically select multiple power levels, allowing the product to run on less power 
overnight and at times of low usage while minimising unnecessary energy consumption.

Freshness Solutions

Hygiene Air is an antibacterial technology integrated into the fridge’s air system. 
This technology achieves a disinfectant rate of 99.9%1 and thus keeps your food 
fresh for longer.

Panasonic is always working to improve its technology, design, and commitment to providing 
the consumer with the best possible storage solution. Fruit and vegetables stored in the dark 
lose vitamins. To prevent this, Panasonic developed the VitaminSafe compartment. The new  
VitaminSafe available with the NR-BN34EX1, NR-BN31EX1 and NR-BN31EW1 has been im-
proved. In addition to the two green and blue LED lights, a white LED has been added. While 
the green and blue LEDs are especially activating the vitamin C, the white LED retains 
specifically the vitamin D. The improved VitaminSafe is a separated compartment with an 
automatically regulated temperature and a constant optimum humidity level. The optimum 
humidity level is made possible thanks to the BreatheTech membrane.

The BreatheTech membrane – made out of traditional Japanese paper automatically regu-
lates the humidity at an ideal level to ensure that fruits and vegetables are kept fresh for 
longer while retaining their “just picked” level of freshness. Thanks to the BreatheTech 
membrane the new VitaminSafe compartment maintains a stable, high humidity at approx-
imately 90% and preserves your fruits and vegetable. Storing fruits and vegetables at their 
optimum humidity means it will keep them fresher for longer.

The FreshCase compartment at the bottom of the fridge is designed to provide ideal 
storage conditions so that fruit and vegetables retain their vitamins and nutrients for 
longer. It keeps the needed humidity and prevents the food from drying out. With its 
integrated Humidity Control Slider, you are able to manually control the ideal humidity 
depending on the vegetables and fruit, as well as the amount stored:
• Small amounts – compartment not more than half filled: move the Humidity Control  
   Slider to the far right to allow only low humidity.
• Large amounts – compartment completely filled: move the Humidity Control Slider  
 to the far left to reach higher humidity.
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Storage Solutions

Freshness Solutions Beautiful Efficiency
Lots of space, high efficiency, attractive design: two-door refrigerators from Panasonic are an excellent 
choice for many reasons. More details at: www.panasonic.com

 Freshness Worth Celebrating

 Ultra-thin U-Vacua insulation: more storage  
  space and top-level energy class A+++, No Frost

 Anti-Fingerprint: always perfect looking

  Whisper-quiet: at only 36dB thanks to  
Inverter-controlled compressor

Fresh, Nurtured Vegetables

 Energy class: A+++, No Frost

 Tailor-made freshness: HygieneAir,  
  VitaminSafe with BreatheTech, ChillCase

  A perfect fit: Slide‘n‘store, FlexLift, Maxibox

 NR-BN31EX1: Same features as NR-BN34EX1,  
  with smaller dimensions 

  2 NR-BN31EW1: Same features as NR-BN31EX1, 
with a white finish

1Available in June 2015.1Applicable for the models: NR-BN31EX1, NR-BN31EW1, NR-BD31EX1, NR-BD31EW1, NR-BN32AXA, NR-BN32AWA, NR-BN31AX1, NR-BN31AW1. 
2Applicable for the models: NR-BN34EX1, NR-BN34FX1, NR-BN34FW1, NR-BN34AX1, NR-BN34AW1.

NR-BN34EX11

COLOURS

2

FEATURES

NR-B32FE2

COLOUR

FEATURES

At a chilling temperature of 0°C and a low humidity, the ChillerCase is the ideal place to 
slowly defrost frozen food or store fresh fish and meat.

Whether meat, vegetables or packed products, the taste and structure of your food is better 
when frozen quickly. The longer the freezing process, the more chance there is for large ice  
crystals to form inside the food, resulting in loss of structure, form, vitamins, nutrients and  
flavours. FlashFreeze not only freezes your food faster, but also retains most of the nutrients. 

With FlexLift, the position of the upper 21 or 32 door pockets can easily be adjusted. Multi-level 
sliders allow you to move the door pockets up or down hassle-free – so various items regardless 
of their size or shape can easily be stored. Each door pocket holds up to 5 kg.

With the Slide’n’Store easily adjustable glass shelves, it is now simple to store even big and 
delicate items like an entire Black Forrest gâteau. The shelves are made of tempered safety 
glass and hold up to 22 kg each. And if you store many smaller items, the to-be-pulled-out 
shelves provide a convenient overview of all your stored groceries.

The extra large Maxibox in the freezer is so spacious, it even allows you to store a complete 
Turkey for the next big family gathering. No more worries about too little room in the freezer.
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All in, Everything at Hand

  Energy class: A++, No Frost

 Tailor-made freshness: HygieneAir,  
  FreshCase, ChillCase

 A perfect fit: Slide‘n‘Store, FlexLift, Maxibox

  2 NR-BN31AW1: Same features as NR-BN31AX1 
with a white finish

  NR-BN32AXA: Same features as NR-BN31AX1 
but with a different handle

 2 NR-BN32AWA: Same features as NR-BN31AX1 
but with a different handle and white finish

The Perfect Place for Freshness
Panasonic refrigerators have everything to keep food fresh and healthy. Many innovative storage solutions 
make using your fridge a real joy – day by day! More details at: www.panasonic.com

NR-BN31AX11

Longer Lasting Freshness

  Energy class: A++, No Frost

  Tailor-made freshness: HygieneAir, FreshCase  
with humidity control, ChillCase

 A perfect fit: Slide‘n‘Store, FlexLift, Maxibox

  2 NR-BN34AW1: Same features as NR-BN34AX1  
with a white finish and FlashFreeze

NR-BN34AX13

Shop Once, Eat Fresh All Week

  Energy class: A++, No Frost

 Tailor-made freshness: VitaminLED,  
  HygieneAir, FlashFreeze

 A perfect fit: Slide‘n‘Store, FlexLift, Maxibox

  2 NR-BN34FW1: Same features as NR-BN34FX1  
with a white finish and without Anti-Fingerprint

NR-BN34FX1

Extreme Level of Efficiency

  Energy class: A+++, Less Frost

 LessFrost technology: reduces ice formation

 A perfect fit: Slide‘n‘Store, FlexLift, Maxibox

  2 NR-BD31EW1: Same features as NR-BD31EX1  
with a white finish

1Available in April 2015.  2Available in June 2015. 

NR-BD31EX11

COLOURS

2

FEATURES

COLOURS

2

FEATURES

COLOURS

2

FEATURES

COLOURS

2

FEATURES



Features Side-by-Side 2-Door

VE1 V2 / VW2 BN34EX1 
BN31EX1 / EW1 B32FE2 BD31EX1 / EW1 BN34FX1 / FW1 BN34AX1 / AW1 BN31AX1 / AW1

BN32AXA / AWA

Cooling Technology NoFrost NoFrost NoFrost NoFrost LessFrost NoFrost NoFrost NoFrost

Energy Efficiency 
Class

Compressor Conventional Conventional Conventional Conventional

Twin-Eco Cooling – – – – – –

Vacuum  
Insulation • • – • • – – –

Hygiene Feature

Anti-Fingerprint1

Freshness Feature   

  

  

  
  
  

  
with manual  

humidity control

  

  

  

  
with manual  

humidity control

  

   

  

Storage Feature

Spacious door pockets
Adjustable shelves

Deli Case
Extra-wide freezer part

5-bottle Wine Rack

Spacious door pockets
Adjustable shelves

Deli Case
Extra-wide freezer part

5-bottle Wine Rack   

Adjustable tempered 
glass shelves

5-bottle Wine Rack
Up to 90 litres of 
freezer capacity         

Display Half-mirror touch LED Half-mirror touch LED Half-mirror touch LED Half-mirror LED Interior Control Panel
(at the top of fridge) Touch LED

  
Touch LED

Ice/Water  
Dispenser – • – – – – – –

Total Capacity (NET) 546 l 530 l 334 l 
303 l 315 l 322 l 339 l 339 l 307 l

Height 1.85 m 1.86 m 2.00 m 
1.85 m 1.90 m 1.85 m 2.00 m 2.00 m 1.85 m

Colour Stainless Steel Stainless Steel
Arctic White

Stainless Steel 
Stainless Steel / White Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

White
Stainless Steel

White
Stainless Steel

White
Stainless Steel / White
Stainless Steel / White

FEATURE OVERVIEW MICROWAVE
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